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The Descendant is based on a reworking of material created during  Johann Wlight's residency 
at Dunwich Beach in 2004. Philip Julian of Cheapmachines was given exclusive access to the 
dream diaries and study material of Wlight in order to build an estimation of the missing part 
of The Oneironautic Recrudescence. Though Wlight and Julian were engaged in sporadic 
postal correspondence before Wlight's disappearance in 2004, the bulk of the original 
documents and manuscripts came from the Centre for Narco-Acoustic Research in London. 

The linguistic and metaphysical translation of Wlight's texts was completed by Professor 
Warren Rice in Spring 2007 at the CNAR.  Julian's interpretive audio work on the missing 
section began at the CNAR in-house recording facility some weeks later employing various 
esoteric recording devices,  some built by Julian from circuit diagrams and working notes 
compiled by Wlight, some built by Wlight and recovered from Dunwich Beach.  Due to the 
nature of some of these recording techniques and the extreme frequencies prominent 
throughout the original recordings, the CNAR were forced to move Julian into their 
Miskatronic studios beneath Hackney Marshes. These sessions progressed slowly as certain 
recording environments could be performed at only specific lunar dates corresponding to 
Wlight's notes. Julian was often forced to work through to the early hours, hampered by 
Wlight's lunar-powered devices, and able to complete only a few minutes of satisfactory 
recording at a time. The Descendant was completed at the CNAR during the partial eclipse of 
the Galilean moons 23-24 November 2007. 

Previous spectrograph interpretations of the The Oneironautic Recrudescence have revealed 
the presence of various EVP/ITC communication phenomena, particular in the later sections 
recorded by Wlight on Dunwich Beach.  These trace recordings are believed to be evidence of 
Wlight's initial transmissions using a combination of Frank Drake and John Dee's 
communication algorithms. 

The Descendant is acompanied by an adapted text from diplomat and pioneering 
cryptographer, Blaise de Vigénère. Traité des chiffres is believed to be the last text Wlight was 
studying before his disappearance on Dunwich Beach. The heavily annotated copy attributed 
to Wlight also rests in the CNAR archive and is currently being prepared by Professor Rice as 
Volume IV of Wlight's Oeuvres Completes, due for publication by the English Heretic 
Research Group in summer 2008.
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